
Terminal urrent interpolation for multiratetime integration of hierarhial IC modelsA. Verhoeven1;3, E.J.W. ter Maten1;2, J.J. Dohmen2, B. Tasi�2, andR.M.M. Mattheij11 Eindhoven University of Tehnology (CASA) www.asa.tue.nl2 NXP Semiondutors (Design Methods) www.nxp.om3 Corresponding author: Arie.Verhoeven�na-net.ornl.gov1 IntrodutionMultirate time-integration methods [3, 4, 5℄ appear to be attrative for initialvalue problems for DAEs with lateny or multirate behaviour. Lateny meansthat parts of the iruit are onstant or slowly time-varying during a ertaintime interval, while multirate behaviour means that some variables are slowlytime-varying ompared to other variables. In both ases, it would be attrativeto integrate these slow parts with a larger timestep than the other parts. Thissaves the omputational workload while the auray is preserved. A nieproperty of multirate is that it does not use any linear struture, in ontrast toMOR, but only a relaxation onept. If the oupling is suÆiently monitoredand the partitioning is well hosen, multirate an be very eÆient.In this paper we will show how multirate time integration an be applied tohierarhial iruit models. Besides the lassial interpolation variants, alsosome new impliit variants are disussed.2 Hierarhial iruit modelsIntegrated Ciruits an be modeled by a hierarhial system of di�erential-algebrai equations [1, 2℄:ddt [q(t;x)℄ + j(t;x) = NXi=1 BT(i) � ddt [q(i)(t;x(i))℄ + j(i)(t;x(i))� = 0: (1)Clearly this iruit model with global state vetor x 2 Rd onsists of N ou-pled subiruit models. Eah loal state vetor x(i) 2 Rdi (voltages,urrents)onsists of a terminal (x̂(i)) and an internal (�x(i)) part:x(i) = B(i)x = � x̂(i)�x(i) � :



2 A. Verhoeven et alThe matries B(i) 2 f0; 1gdi�d, de�ned byB(i) = � B̂(i) �B(i) � ; (2)are used to selet the proper parts x̂(i) = �B̂(i) �x and �x(i) = � �B(i)�x ofx(i) from x. This even allows for a hierarhial struture.Similarly, also the funtions q(i) (harges,uxes) and j(i) (urrents,voltages)have a similar struture: q(i) = B(i)q = � q̂(i)�q(i) � ; j(i) = B(i)j = " ĵ(i)�j(i) # : Wean rewrite (1) in a part onsisting of the olleted equations for the terminalunknowns (3) and a part onsisting of the remaining equations for the internalunknowns (4):NXi=1 B̂T(i) � ddt [q̂(i)(t;x(i))℄ + ĵ(i)(t;x(i))� = 0; (3)ddt [�q(i)(t;x(i))℄ +�j(i)(t;x(i)) = 0; i = 1; : : : ; N: (4)Eah subiruit model an again be further deomposed in this manner.3 Multirate transient analysisFor single-rate time integration all equations are disretised simultaneouslyby the same time step. If the time onstants per subiruits are quite dif-ferent, it is attrative to perform multirate time integration. Then the fastsubiruits an be integrated on a loal, �ne, time-grid. Espeially when thefast subiruits are small in size, the additional osts for synhronisation andpartitioning an be overome and the overall multirate proedure beomesmuh more eÆient than the single-rate time integration. An attrative mul-tirate method is the Compound-Fast version [5, 6, 8℄, whih �rst integratesthe whole system at the new oarse time gridpoint and after that re-integratesonly the ative part at the �ne time-grid. We will denote the oarse and �netime gridpoints by fTn; 0 � n � Ng and ftn�1;m; 1 � n � N; 0 � m � qngwith maro-stepsHn := Tn�Tn�1, and miro-steps hn;m := tn;m�tn;m�1 andmultirate fators qn suh that tn�1;0 = Tn�1; tn�1;qn = Tn. For a partitioningin a latent (slow) and an ative (fast) part, x(L) 2 RdL and x(A) 2 RdA , wetypially get:B̂T(L) � ddt [q̂(L)(t;x(L))℄ + ĵ(L)(t;x(L))�+ B̂T(A) � ddt [q̂(A)(t;x(A))℄ + ĵ(A)(t;x(A))� = 0;ddt [�q(L)(t;x(L))℄ +�j(L)(t;x(L)) = 0; ddt [�q(A)(t;x(A))℄ +�j(A)(t;x(A)) = 0:



Multirate Time-Integration 3Voltage interpolation A �rst approah is to integrate only the internal part ofthe ative subiruit at the �ne time-grid. Then we get the following ativeiruit model for �x(A)ddt [�q(A)(t;x(A))℄ +�j(A)(t;x(A)) = 0; x(A) = � x̂(A)�x(A) � : (5)In pratise x̂(A) will also behave latently, and in this ase it is preferable to usevoltage interpolation of the terminal voltages x̂(A). From the hierarhial lin-ear solver in Pstar (the in-house analogue iruit simulator provided by NXPSemiondutors) [1℄ we know that (5) is solvable for �x(A). However, stabil-ity is now not automatially preserved from the original model. Furthermorethe DAE-index an be larger than one, whih typially leads to sawtooth-likeshapes of �x(A).Current interpolation A seond approah is to integrate the omplete ativesubiruit (i.e. using q(A) rather than �q(A), et) at the �ne time-grid. Thenwe get the following ative iruit model for x(A)ddt [q(A)(t;x(A))℄+j(A)(t;x(A)) = �B̂(A)B̂T(L) � ddt [q̂(L)(t;x(L))℄ + ĵ(L)(t;x(L))� :(6)This leads to a more stable situation inluding the onservation of Kirhho�'sCurrent Law at the terminals and preservation of the DAE-index. In this aseit is preferable to interpolate the terminal urrentsiL!A = �B̂(A)B̂T(L) � ddt [q̂(L)(t;x(L))℄ + ĵ(L)(t;x(L))� : (7)This an be done by adding iL!A as unknown or by alulating it expliitly.Diret interpolation of the slow voltages x(L) is not attrative beause oftendL � dA. In Pstar for eah subiruit the orresponding terminal urrentddt [q̂(i)(t;x(i))℄+ĵ(i)(t;x(i)) is stored. Then the vetor iL!A an be onstrutedfor eah multirate-partitioning.4 Impliit interpolationInterpolation of the urrents iL!A auses solvability problems for the ativepart if the ative subiruits are not grounded (so one may have to ground themost latent oupled terminal unknown). Stability and the di�erential indexare only preserved if all subiruits are stable DAEs of index one. In generalthis property an not be assumed for a iruit simulator. An alternative ouldbe a modi�ed BDF multirate algorithm with impliit interpolation.In (7) we already introdued the terminal urrent iL!A from latent-to-ative.We also introdue the terminal urrent iA!L from ative-to-latent. Then onean also write the hierarhial iruit model of (6) like



4 A. Verhoeven et al8>>>><>>>>: ddt [q(L)(t;x(L))℄ + j(L)(t;x(L)) = iA!L; iiA!L = �B̂(L)B̂T(A) h ddt [q̂(A)(t;x(A))℄ + ĵ(A)(t;x(A))i ; iiiL!A = �B̂(A)B̂T(L) h ddt [q̂(L)(t;x(L))℄ + ĵ(L)(t;x(L))i ; iiiddt [q(A)(t;x(A))℄ + j(A)(t;x(A)) = iL!A: iv (8)Here iA!L and iL!A are the terminal urrents that ouple both subiruits.If the vetor iL!A is given it is possible to perform the re�nement for x(A).For the Slow-Fast multirate method iL!A is approximated at the oarse time-grid, based on x(L). However, it is also possible to approximate iL!A by adi�erent approah. Note that iL!A and iA!L are related by the Kirhho�'sCurrent Law B̂T(L)iA!L + B̂T(A)iL!A = 0:Variant I Let us disretise (8i) by Euler Bakward with step Hn;m = tn�1;m�tn�1;0, where tn�1;0 = Tn�1q(L)(tn�1;m;x(L)n�1;m)� q(L)(tn�1;0;x(L)n�1;0) +Hn;m j(L)(tn�1;m;x(L)n�1;m)= Hn;miA!L(tn�1;m): (9)We assume that just one Newton step is needed to orret the preditiony(L)n�1;m of x(L)n�1;m, whih is aeptable if x(L) behaves latently. ThusJ(L)n�1;m�x(L)n�1;m � y(L)n�1;m� = Hn;miA!L(tn�1;m)� f (L)n�1;m; whereJ(L)n�1;m = C(L)(tn�1;m;y(L)n�1;m)�C(L)(tn�1;0;x(L)n�1;0)+Hn;mG(L)(tn�1;m;y(L)n�1;m),fn�1;m = q(L)(tn�1;m;y(L)n�1;m) � q(L)(tn�1;0;x(L)n�1;0) + Hn;mj(L)(tn�1;m;y(L)n�1;m),C(L) = �q(L)�x(L) ; and G(L) = �j(L)�x(L) . The matrix J(L)n�1;m is invertible if the latentpart (8i) is solvable, whih is a reasonable assumption. Henex(L)n�1;m = y(L)n�1;m + J�1n�1;m�Hn;miA!L(tn�1;m)� fn�1;m�:We do not want to ompute J�1n�1;mfn�1;m for all m, so we use linear inter-polation of J�1n�1;0fn�1;0 = J�1n�1;0f(x(L)n�1;0) and J�1n;0fn;0 = J�1n;0f(x(L)n;0). Thuswe obtain J�1n�1;mfn�1;m := �mJ�1n�1;0fn�1;0 + �mJ�1n;0fn;0:Here �m = 1� mq and �m = 1� �m = mq . For m = 0 we have that x(L)n�1;m =y(L)n�1;0 solves (9), hene we have that fn�1;0 = 0. After interpolating theoperator J�1 applied to Hn;miA!L(tn�1;m), we an approximate x(L)n�1;m by:x(L)n�1;m � y(L)n�1;m + (�mJ�1n�1;0 + �mJ�1n;0)Hn;miA!L(tn�1;m)� �mJ�1n;0fn;0� a(tn�1;m) +A(tn�1;m)iA!L(tn�1;m); (10)



Multirate Time-Integration 5where a(tn�1;m) = y(L)n�1;m � �mJ�1n;0fn;0 and A(tn�1;m) = (�mJ�1n�1;0 +�mJ�1n;0)Hn;m. Hene, one an write:8>><>>: iA!L = �B̂(L)B̂T(A) h ddt [q̂(A)(t;x(A))℄ + ĵ(A)(t;x(A))i ;iL!A = �B̂(A)B̂T(L) h ddt [q̂(L)(t; a(t) +A(t)iA!L)℄ + ĵ(L)(t;a(t) +A(t)iA!L)i ;ddt [q(A)(t;x(A))℄ + j(A)(t;x(A)) = iL!A: (11)Next we an ompute x(L) by evaluating formula (10). Thus we get a multiratemethod of Fastest First type instead of Slowest First type. In ontrast to theCompound-Fast multirate method we do not need a ompound step now topredit iL!A.Variant II In a similar way as for x(L), iL!A satis�esiL!A(tn�1;m) = �B̂(A)B̂T(L) h ddt [q̂(L)(tn�1;m;x(L)n�1;m)℄ + ĵ(L)(tn�1;m;x(L)n�1;m)i= �P̂ h ddt [q(L)(tn�1;m;x(L)n�1;m)℄ + j(L)(tn�1;m;x(L)n�1;m)i ;where P̂ = B̂(A)B̂T(L) hB̂(L) Oi. In a similar way as for x(L) in (10) we anderive the following feedbak law for iL!A:iL!A(t) � b(t) +B(t)x(L)(t): (12)Expressing x(L)(t) as in (10) we an derive (t) and C(t) suh thatiL!A(t) � (t) +C(t)iA!L(t):This redues the system (8) even further to the following system for iA!L;x(A):( iA!L = �B̂(L)B̂T(A) h ddt [q̂(A)(t;x(A))℄ + ĵ(A)(t;x(A))i ;ddt [q(A)(t;x(A))℄ + j(A)(t;x(A)) = (t) +C(t)iA!L: (13)We an eliminate iA!L, whih results in the following system for x(A)ddt [q(A)(t;x(A))℄+j(A)(t;x(A)) = (t)�C(t)B̂(L)B̂T(A) � ddt [q̂(A)(t;x(A))℄ + ĵ(A)(t;x(A))� :(14)From its struture it an be seen that only the terminal ative equationsthat are diretly oupled to the latent part are modi�ed. In fat they aremultiplied by a linear transformation. This linear transformation is suh thatthe dynamial behaviour of the original system has been preserved. Again,the vetor-valued funtion (t) is an interpolation-based urrent soure.Variant III In a similar way as for iL!A we an derive the formulaiA!L(t) � f(t) + F(t)x(A)(t): (15)



6 A. Verhoeven et alCombining all three formulae (10), (12) and (15) enables us to express iL!Adiretly in terms of x(A):iL!A(t) = g(t) +G(t)x(A)(t):Then we get the following system for x(A):n ddt [q(A)(t;x(A))℄ + j(A)(t;x(A)) = g(t) +G(t)x(A): (16)5 ConlusionsWe desribed a multirate method for hierarhial IC models. It is analysedand tested in [5, 7, 8℄. For IC models with many slowly-varying unknownsit is possible to a ahieve a good speed-up while the auray is maintained.We also proposed a new impliit type of interpolation that an solve sometypial problems with solvability and stability for the ative part. VariantI needs to evaluate all terminal equations for the slow models and solves allterminal urrents, whih leads to a seond order system and an be expensive.But it an also be applied for fast terminal urrents iL!A; iA!L. Variant IIonly needs to evaluate ative elements but it still needs iA!L as additionalunknown. Therefore it still an be applied for ative iA!L. Variant III reallyredues to a system for only the ative part. It is only allowed if all terminalurrents behave slowly. For the third variant it is lear that iL!A is replaed bya ombination of urrent soures and resistors. In fat this is model redutionof the large latent part.Referenes1. J.G. Fijnvandraat, S.H.M.J. Houben, E.J.W. ter Maten, and J.M.F. Peters. Timedomain analog iruit simulation. Journal of Computational and Applied Math-ematis, 185(2):441{459, 2006.2. J. ter Maten, A. Verhoeven, A. El Guennouni, and Th. Beelen. Multirate hierar-hial time integration for eletroni iruits. In PAMM, Virtual Annual MeetingProeedings of the GAMM onferene, pages 819{820, Luxembourg, 2005.3. V. Saveno. Multirate numerial integration for ordinary di�erential equations.PhD thesis, Univ. of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, 2008.4. M. Striebel. Hierarhial mixed multirating for distributed integration of DAEnetwork equations in hip design. PhD thesis, Bergishe Univ. Wuppertal, Wup-pertal, Germany, 2006.5. A. Verhoeven. Redundany redution of IC models by multirate time integrationand model order redution. PhD thesis, Eindhoven University of Tehnology,Department of Mathematis and Computer Siene, Eindhoven, 2008.6. A. Verhoeven, A. El Guennouni, E.J.W. ter Maten, and R.M.M. Mattheij. A gen-eral ompound multirate method for iruit simulation problems. In A.M. Anile,G. Ali, and G. Masali, editors, Sienti� Computing in Eletrial Engineering,pages 143{150, Capo d'Orlando, Italy, 2006. Springer.
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